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GO-GN  
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GO-GN is a network of PhD candidates around the world whose research projects 
include a focus on open education. These doctoral researchers are at the core of 
the network; around them, over two hundred experts, supervisors, mentors and 
interested parties connect to form a community of practice that: 

● Raises the profile of research into open education 
● Offers support for those conducting PhD research in this area 
● Develops openness as a process of research 

GO-GN  is currently funded through the OER programme of The William and Flora 
Hewlett Foundation  and administered by the Open Education Research Hub from 
the  Institute of Educational Technology at The Open University, UK 

 

 
 
 

The Annual Review 2020  is available for use under a Creative Commons CC-BY-4.0 
licence. 
 
Suggested citation:  Weller, M., Pitt, B., Iniesto, F. & Farrow, R. (2020). Annual 
Review 2020. Global OER Graduate Network. 
http://go-gn.net/gogn_outputs/2020-in-review/  
 
Artwork by Bryan Mathers, Visual Thinkery 
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Introduction(s) 

Introduction from Angela DeBarger 

I have been honored to get to know the 
thoughtful and inspiring community of scholars 
who are part of Global OER Graduate Network 
(GO-GN). Thinking back to my days as a 
doctoral student, I remember how isolating and 
overwhelming it sometimes felt to figure out 
how to develop my research focus and share 
my ideas in ways that were authentic to my 
experiences. GO-GN offers the kind of 
community and support that I wish I had back 
then. 
  
GO-GN nurtures students in finding their voices and in becoming leaders in the 
field of open education, while also providing encouragement to help navigate the 
unpredictable journeys of graduate school. GO-GN creates what many doctoral 
programs neglect to include – a space for care and community. With an intentional 
focus on bridging personal and professional learning, GO-GN develops scholars 
who know what it takes to bring inclusion and empathy into academia.  
  
GO-GN researchers are leaders in how they work and in how they contribute to the 
field of open education. They have the confidence and capacity to challenge the 
status quo, and play significant roles in shaping what is next for the field. This 
annual report speaks to these contributions and to the evolution of GO-GN, as this 
community continues to grow. As members graduate to alumni, I look forward to 
seeing how new fellowship opportunities keep alumni formally involved as mentors 
and deepen connections in regions around the world, particularly the Global South. 
  
I appreciate GO-GN’s transparency in sharing these emerging learnings. In this way, 
the report reflects open practice and creates the opportunity for all of us to learn 
along the way. I expect this will open the door for new scholars, networks, and 
communities to see themselves in this work and to find ways to connect with 
GO-GN.   
  
  
Angela Haydel DeBarger 
Program Officer 
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation  
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Introduction from Martin Weller, Director of GO-GN 

2020 has been an eventful and stressful year for everyone, where we have had to 
change plans and adapt to new circumstances. Those conducting doctoral research 
will have had to contend with unexpected alterations in their working arrangements, 
data collection, networking and supervision on top of possible additional caring and 
homeschooling requirements. My key message to our doctoral researchers this year, 
then would be to ‘be kind to yourself’ and not feel anxious if your research has not 
progressed as you might have expected. Simply getting through 2020 is an 
achievement in itself. 

The GO-GN team also had to change their plans, 
as much of the network activity is based around 
the face to face seminars that coincide with the 
OER and OEGlobal conferences. The activity 
timeline section in this document provides details 
of what we did to support members and 
contribute to the OER community. In the survey 
section, you can see how our members valued 
these activities. One particular success this year 
was the production of two co-authored reports, 
written by the members of GO-GN. The Research 
Methods Handbook which showcases a range of 
methodologies used by members in OER 
research, has proven particularly useful and 
popular.  

This year also saw the launch of our Fellowships program. As GO-GN has grown 
over the years we have seen more members gaining their Doctorate. The 
Fellowships program generates region specific research that we can help promote 
globally. For members it also helps bridge the path into post-doctoral research with 
a small OER focused research grant. The details of our first four Fellowships are 
given later in this report. 

While they have been busy dealing with the impact of the pandemic, the GO-GN 
members have also been fantastically productive. This year saw a number of 
collaborative ventures featuring prominent GO-GN involvement, including the JIME 
special issue on Open Education and Social Justice, co-edited by Sarah Lambert 
and Laura Czerniewicz, and the article on educational responses to the pandemic 
coordinated by Aras Bozkurt. (There’s an overview of publications by GO-GN 
members from this year in the Publications section.) 
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Although it has been a difficult year, it has also been one that has demonstrated the 
very best aspects of the GO-GN. It has always been a community with care and 
support at its core and this meant that when the pandemic arose, it wasn’t difficult 
to know what to do, we simply had to find ways to support our members and allow 
them to care for each other. I feel that in this we are privileged to coordinate this 
project which continues to show the best of open education and academia.  
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2020 Highlights 

Network Reach 

Over the course of 2020 GO-GN has continued to grow its membership with a 
further 10 members joining between January and November. Almost a third of 
these are from the Global South. A further 32 friends joined the network over this 
period. (Welcome, everyone!)   

As might be expected in a global pandemic, out social media activity has grown. 
18% of our current Twitter following (of 1,890) joined us over the Jan-Nov 2020 
period. We also gained 21% of our total Facebook ‘likes’. Launched in November 
2019, our GO-GN Penguin Instagram account - launched in November 2019 - 
currently has 66 followers. 

Open to all, our 2020 online sessions have seen approximately 60 persons 
participate in one or more webinars. By early December, we had released a total of 
14 recordings during the year on our YouTube channel.  

We released a range of other media throughout the year. To orientate and support 
new members and encourage the promotion of GO-GN we produced a Members 
Pack  containing publications and CC BY licensed assets such as logos and penguin 
imagery. Further promotional materials are in the pipeline over the coming months! 

Fred Mulder Awards 2020   

To celebrate and recognise our member and alumni 
achievements each year, GO-GN gives awards in two 
categories: best open education research paper and 
best open education practice.  
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In 2020 we were delighted to award the following: 
 

Best Open Education Research Paper 

Winner:  

Nusbaum, A.T., (2020). Who Gets to Wield Academic Mjolnir?: On Worthiness, 
Knowledge Curation, and Using the Power of the People to Diversify OER. Journal 
of Interactive Media in Education, 2020(1). http://doi.org/10.5334/jime.55   

Joint Runners-up: 

Bozkurt, A., et al. (2020). A global outlook to the interruption of education due to 
COVID-19 pandemic: Navigating in a time of uncertainty and crisis. Asian Journal of 
Distance Education, 15(1), 1-126. 
https://asianjde.org/ojs/index.php/AsianJDE/article/view/462   

Czerwonogora, A. & Ródes, V. (2019) Praxis: Open educational practices and open 
science to face the challenges of critical educational action research. Open Praxis 
11(4). https://doi.org/10.5944/openpraxis.11.4.1024   
 
 

Best Open Education Practice  

Joint winners:  

Tomohiro Nagashima for developing a collaborative OEP case study involving both 
researchers and practitioners.  

Hélène Pulker for the toolkit Moving your language teaching online. 

 

Thank you to everyone who put themselves or colleagues forward for consideration! 
Extra special thanks also to GO-GN alumni (and 2019 winner) Michael Paskevicius 
who acted as our independent reviewer.  

   

 

http://doi.org/10.5334/jime.55
https://asianjde.org/ojs/index.php/AsianJDE/article/view/462
https://doi.org/10.5944/openpraxis.11.4.1024
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GO-GN Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) Project Phase II 

Led by Carina Bossu and GO-GN alumni Viviane Valdimirschi the current phase of 
the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Phase 2 project focuses on Latin America. 
This phase aims to improve our understanding of what DEI means within the region, 
identify how we can better support potential members and develop strategies for 
increasing engagement with GO-GN.  

Pivoting online the project carried out a number of interviews with stakeholders over 
the course of the year, with face-to-face activity anticipated to resume in 2021. 
Carina and Viv shared their preliminary findings during OEGlobal in November and 
will join us online during early 2021 to share their research to date.  

As with Phase 1 (focused on Africa), recommendations made by the project will 
directly inform our DEI strategy so we can better serve our current and potential 
members and the wider open education community.  
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Membership Overview 

 

At the commencement of the current phase of GO-GN the network had 102 
members and 120 friends and experts. During 2020 we have kept organising our 
usual webinars and included new activities such as the co-creation of the Research 
Methods Handbook and the Research Review Summer.  Circumstances required 
having to move last minute from face to face to online for OER20, since then we 
have focused on organising several online mini-seminars during Autumn. 

The pandemic has affected GO-GN members, friends and experts, in several ways, 
and active support has been provided from the network including personalised 
support with 1:2:1 sessions and an interactive WhatsApp group. Since the pandemic 
was declared in March 2020, 9 new members, 4 of those from the Global South and 
12 friends and experts have joined. March until June were complicated months with 
no new members on board. But from July and considering the frenetic online 
activity from GO-GN and its members, such as the impact of the Research Methods 
Handbook  with more than 7,000 downloads, the participation of members in the 
ALT Summer Summit Gasta session, increased numbers rapidly with 5 new 
members (1 from the Global South) and 25 friends and experts. 
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In total this year we have 116 members and alumni and 161 friends and experts, 32 
of our members are from countries in the Global South (28%). Of  the new 
members, 5 are from the Global South covering diverse countries such as India (2), 
Sri Lanka, Colombia, Vietnam or South Africa. Our members come from a total of 32 
different countries and are enrolled in institutions from 24 countries offering global 
coverage. The following image shows the current composition of the network by 
countries of origin. 
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During the period 2019-20 we are proud to announce that 11 members have 
successfully defended their thesis and officially become alumni: 

● Bordin , C. (2019). Interaction Design Consciousness and Action: Open 
Educational Resources and Practices for Hope. The Federal University of 
Technology – Paraná, Brazil 

● Chtena, N. (2019). From Codex to Bits: Discourses, Practices and Materialities 
in the Open Textbook Phenomenon . UCLA, USA. 

● Coelho, D. (2019). Mapping the Field of Development Education in Portugal: 
Narratives and Challenges in a De/Post/Colonial Context. University of Porto, 
Portugal 

● Funk . J. (2020). Open for whom? Open educational practice with Indigenous 
workforce development and learners. Charles Darwin University, Australia. 

● Iniesto , F. (2020). An Investigation into the accessibility of Massive Open 
Online Courses (MOOCs). The Open University, UK 

● Oddone, K. (2019). Teachers’ experience of professional learning through 
personal learning network . Queensland University of Technology, Australia. 

● Papathoma, T (2019). MOOC Educators: Who They Are And How They 
Learn.  The Open University, UK. 

● Pete, J. (2019) Open Education Resources Differentiation: A cross-country 
study on Differentiation in Access, Use and Sharing of (Open) Educational 
Resources at Universities in Kenya, Ghana and South Africa. The Open 
University , The Netherlands 

● Pulker, H. (2019). Teacher’s Practices through Adaptation of Open 
Educational Resources for Online Language Teaching. EdD thesis. The Open 
University, UK 

● Roberts, V. (2019). Open Educational Practices (OEP): Design-based Research 
on Expanded High School learning Environments, Spaces, and Experiences. 
University of Calgary, Canada. 

● Rodés Paragarino, V. (2019). Una teoría fundamentada sobre la adopción de 
repositorios y recursos educativos abiertos en universidades 
latinoamericanas. Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 

   

 

http://portal.utfpr.edu.br/cursos/coordenacoes/stricto-sensu/ppgte/defesas/doutorado-claudia-bordin-rodrigues-da-silva
http://portal.utfpr.edu.br/cursos/coordenacoes/stricto-sensu/ppgte/defesas/doutorado-claudia-bordin-rodrigues-da-silva
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9ks282s1
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9ks282s1
https://researchers.cdu.edu.au/en/studentTheses/open-for-whom-open-educational-practice-with-indigenous-workforce
https://researchers.cdu.edu.au/en/studentTheses/open-for-whom-open-educational-practice-with-indigenous-workforce
http://oro.open.ac.uk/70010/
http://oro.open.ac.uk/70010/
https://eprints.qut.edu.au/view/person/Oddone,_Kay.html
https://eprints.qut.edu.au/view/person/Oddone,_Kay.html
http://oro.open.ac.uk/59302/
http://oro.open.ac.uk/59302/
https://research.ou.nl/en/publications/open-education-resources-differentiation-a-cross-country-study-on
https://research.ou.nl/en/publications/open-education-resources-differentiation-a-cross-country-study-on
https://research.ou.nl/en/publications/open-education-resources-differentiation-a-cross-country-study-on
https://research.ou.nl/en/publications/open-education-resources-differentiation-a-cross-country-study-on
http://oro.open.ac.uk/62109/2/EdD_HelenePulker_%20FINAL_CopyForORO_Redacted_June2019.pdf
http://oro.open.ac.uk/62109/2/EdD_HelenePulker_%20FINAL_CopyForORO_Redacted_June2019.pdf
https://prism.ucalgary.ca/handle/1880/110926
https://prism.ucalgary.ca/handle/1880/110926
https://minerva.usc.es/xmlui/handle/10347/18238
https://minerva.usc.es/xmlui/handle/10347/18238
https://minerva.usc.es/xmlui/handle/10347/18238
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From those new alumni Virgina Rodés reports the impact GO-GN means for her in 
current position at Universidad de la República and the potential it means for the 
Global South perspectives: 

“I believe that one of my strengths are the networks to which I belong, and the 
personal dedication towards the articulated development of open education in the 
Latin American region. I think that is my main contribution, because from that place 
I can influence the dissemination of GOGN as a reference field for human resources 
in doctoral training in open education. I think that it could also contribute to the 
development of research on  diversity, equity and inclusion in Open Education, 
providing a perspective from the Global South.”  

While member Caroline Kuhn from University of Bath reports the international vibes 
and support:  

“I think the GO-GN network is an excellent organisation that provides support not 
only financially but also at the human level that can make such a difference to 
people that might don't have an established network yet.  It also provides so much 
insights into the field of OEP given the range of interests of its participants. I believe 
the GO-GN has done an excellent job in creating strong human bonds among its so 
international members and that is the strongest asset it has. That is for me what 
makes it unique and incredibly powerful.“ 

Newer members such as Anuradha Peramunugamage (Open University of Sri Lanka) 
Samia Almousa (University of Leeds), Vi Truong (Monash University), Tanya Elias 
(University of Calgary), Kathy Essmiller (Oklahoma State University) and Sarah 
Hutton (UMass Amherst University) appreciated the opportunity to present their 
research and get to know better the community thanks to our online seminar during 
Open Education Global 2020 conference, and event that offered an opportunity of 
engagement even not being face to face. Sarah reports: 

“The mini seminars are GREAT for learning about each other's research.” 
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Fellowships 

 

The GO-GN Fellowship scheme has 
been designed for three years to foster 
connections to other networks, 
promotion of GO-GN at strategic 
events and incorporating the outputs 
of the GO-GN Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion (DEI) project to encourage 
applications from the Global South. 
The motivation for this fellowship 
scheme is to provide formal 
recognition of members after they 
have formally finished their doctoral 
studies to become an alumnus of the 
Network in the format of a 
post-doctoral scholarship. The 
Fellowship scheme which provides 
visibility and recognition in return for specific contributions to the Network. This 
presents a means by which alumni can stay involved and share their expertise with 
the members. 

The GO-GN Fellowship scheme builds on what has worked well previously in 
recruiting researchers but expands upon this, providing a means to keep alumni 
involved and recognise their input. That provides a way of expanding support and 
increasing the reputation of the Network. The deployment of the DEI project in 
parallel allows us to increment the understanding of DEI and reach of the GO-GN 
Network. 

The Fellowship scheme is a competitive process open to GO-GN alumni (within 
three years after completing their doctorate) and members on their last year of PhD 
to apply for, reviewed by a group of experts from the Network as well as the Open 
University team.  

The first Fellow was recruited during Summer 2020 and Fellows are expected to 
carry out their research from October 2020 until March 2021. Benefits for members 
include a financial award. Fellowships can be based around a specific piece of 
relevant research. With the possibility to attend conferences for the promotion of 
the network using the financial award given (something limited considering the 
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current restrictions). But always receiving GO-GN support to research advice and 
organisation regional online seminars.  

Activities that may comprise a Fellowship include:  

● Undertaking a piece of targeted OER/OEP related research 
● Overview of OER activity in a region 
● Strategic events identification 
● Fostering connections to other networks 
● Promotion of GO-GN at face to face conferences and online events 
● Recruitment of new GO-GN members 
● Following and promoting GO-GN – DEI recommendations and commitments 
● Providing a specific contribution to planned outputs 

 Expectations of outputs include: 

● Regular reporting back to the Network with the objective to provide 
feedback and support from GO-GN if needed 

● Three blog inputs in the GO-GN website 
● Production of an output review report at the end of the Fellowship 
● At least one of the Fellowships per call is ring-fenced for Global South 

applicants (with a regional review report is expected as output) 

The first cohort of Fellows includes four alumni from four different continents: 
Johanna Funk (College of Indigenous Futures, Arts and Society, CDU, Australia), 
Judith Pete (Tangaza University College of Catholic University of Eastern Africa, 
Kenya), Chrissi Nerantzi (Manchester Metropolitan University, The UK) and Virginia 
Rodés (Universidad de la República, Uruguay). 
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GO-GN Fellowships (in their own words…)  

Johanna Funk:   This fellowship offers structure and 
support to continue my post doc research plans,  with 
application to systematically inform larger 
pedagogical reviews and innovation both in the 
University and other organisations across my existing 
networks that want to recover from COVID and 
online learning  pivots with a sense of cultural 
capability.   Using criteria and general information 
available from students and staff, I will create a 
developmental Evaluation of learning and OEP in 
core Humanities Curriculum units.  This can identify 
the best ways to parcel OEP into foundational 
curriculum and unit learning design and have it impact students in a 
whole-of-university approach. This enables some humanities-based skills to be 
embedded via OEP in units which students across the university will take and enable 
them to apply it to their field of study specifically.  

Read Johanna’s blog post about her project at 
http://go-gn.net/research/go-gn-fellowship-first-round-results/ .  

 

Judith Pete:   In my new role as the Regional 
Coordinator to Service Learning project at our 
university, I have an opportunity to interact and connect 
with many students, faculty and researchers in different 
capacities at different universities within African region 
and beyond. With such an opportunity, I would wish to 
promote GO-GN at different levels in my interaction 
with the proposed 20 universities in Africa and 
eventually to the world. This will involve interactions in 
seminars and conferences (after Covid-19) and through 
online events under my coordination. From the 
DEI-project suggestions, a project which I coordinated, 
I am aware of some of the barriers to candidates willing 
to join the network. I can use that background to turn around the approach to 
various candidates from the region and recruit them to the network. 

Read Judith’s first blog about her project at: 
http://go-gn.net/research/go-gn-fellowship-higher-education-in-africa/ . 

 

 

http://go-gn.net/research/go-gn-fellowship-first-round-results/
http://go-gn.net/research/go-gn-fellowship-higher-education-in-africa/
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Chrissi Nerantzi : I would love to combine my passion for open education, creativity 
and storytelling and create a collaborative open 
picture book about open education to be shared 
across the world and raise awareness of the values 
of open education to the next generation and their 
families and careers. I would like us to explore 
their potential to spread the benefits of open 
education for all through creating an open 
collaborative picture book about open education 
that can be used by individuals and groups to raise 
awareness and responsibility about open 
education and the benefits it can bring to create a 
better future for all.   

 

Read Chrissi’s first blog about the Fellowship at: 
http://go-gn.net/research/fellowship-open-picture-book/.  

 

Virginia Rodés: Schools in Uruguay were in a 
privileged situation to face the pandemic, due to 
the investment in infrastructure and national 
capacities made in the last 15 years. Although 
Uruguay has no laws, recommendations or 
approved national policies regarding Open 
Education, there are ongoing policy design 
initiatives that lay the groundwork for their 
realization in the near future, and there is also a 
number of national OER repositories oriented to 
K12 education.  During the COVID19 pivot, this 
repository showed an increase in the use and 
adoption by K12 teachers.  The Fellowship 
proposal is aimed at investigating the 
experiences of teachers from two public primary 
schools in Uruguay in relation to the creation, use and reuse of OER and national 
repositories during the COVID19 emergency, identifying the drivers that led to an 
increase in the adoption in this particular scenario.   

Read Virginia’s first post at: 
http://go-gn.net/research/go-gn-fellowship-teachers-in-uruguay/.   

 

http://go-gn.net/research/fellowship-open-picture-book/
http://go-gn.net/research/go-gn-fellowship-teachers-in-uruguay/
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These Fellowships exemplify the diversity of election from the scheme, with two of 
them (Johanna and Virginia) being proposals that continue with their doctoral 
research, one focused on the network expansion in the Global South (Judith). 
Finally, a different approach from the original options of election such as 
developing an OER output through community co-creation (Chrissi). 

Fellows presented their fellowship proposals and calendar at our October Mini 
Seminar .  

 

Next year, we will launch our second GO-GN Fellowship scheme in April 2021.  

 

   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7UNl2njiyQ&list=PLX_b9kVIlAEBkRsQFUBkjMUQUfae49RJD&index=1&ab_channel=gognoer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7UNl2njiyQ&list=PLX_b9kVIlAEBkRsQFUBkjMUQUfae49RJD&index=1&ab_channel=gognoer
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Members Survey 

 

We conducted a survey of members (alumni and current 
researchers, n=32) at the end of 2020. Some highlights are given 
below.  

The top 5 activities that participants had engaged in were: 

1. Connected with GO-GN on social media (e.g. Twitter, 
Facebook) 90% 

2. Attended a GO-GN webinar 84%  
3. Joined discussions with other members through Twitter, 

What’s App etc. 74%  
4. Joined ALT supported by GO-GN 61%  
5. Attended a GO-GN online mini-seminar 58% 

Interestingly members added in some activities they had organised on their own, 
including organising a writing group, collaborating on research and promoting 
GO-GN. 

The top 5 benefits of GO-GN were stated as follows: 

1. Webinars 
2. Support for attending conferences 
3. WhatsApp 
4. Online Mini-Seminar 
5. Twitter 

The following features of GO-GN were given as the most important to members: 

1. Community of peers 
2. Networking opportunities 
3. Advice on open practices 
4. Research advice 
5. Research community 

Given the difference this year, we asked how well do you think GO-GN has 
supported you during the pandemic? 

Very well  71%  

Okay 29% 

Not very well  0%  
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We then asked respondents to explain how membership of the GO-GN has had an 
impact on them. Responses were varied but aligned towards a sense of community; 
emotional support; opportunities that arose from membership; and being able to 
stay connected during the pandemic.  

We asked if there is a face-to-face 
seminar this time next year (2021), how 
likely do you think it is that you would 
apply to participate?  

Very likely 61%  

Likely  26%  

Not Likely 13%  

Very unlikely  0% 

 

 

 

Below are some comments that capture the importance of GO-GN to members and 
how it plays an impact in their lives. 

“I don't think I could have got through my PhD without GOGN.” (GO-GN alumni) 

“GO-GN has a special place in my heart.  It promotes a sense of community and 
raises the profile of early career researchers.” (Current GO-GN member) 

“I have really valued the support of the team and the members through a very 
challenging period. The meetings are always a friendly and supportive space to 
learn from each other which I try not to miss…”  (current GO-GN member)  

“I have really enjoyed bumping into other GO-GN folks in other venues (such as 
Slack channels, for example), it's a nice feeling of camaraderie.” (current GO-GN 
member) 

“Since very few of my colleagues at my university even knew about open learning - 
my dissertation, my opportunities to present and connect with others, my 
participation in the research handbook and the opportunity to have an online group 
that always makes me feel wanted has had a HUGE impact on me.” (GO-GN alumni)  
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“I suddenly do not feel alone in my doctoral journey. It has encouraged me to 
submit more academic writing for consideration and nudged me long in my 
studies.” (current GO-GN member)  

“This is an active leadership group that obviously seeks our new opportunities for 
engaging the community e.g. Reclaim Hosting. Seeing multiple 'voices' as leading 
and organizing lets me know that it's a team effort which is just what I would hope it 
would be - since this can't be accomplished alone.” (current GO-GN member)  

“I am very happy to be part of the GO-GN network. Honestly, I was unsure how I 
could stay engaged post-PhD but I think the network has been very inclusive in 
creating opportunities to stay connected and be involved...”  (GO-GN alumni)   

“Excellent management by professionals” (GO-GN alumni)  

“I believe the GO_GN has done an excellent job in creating strong human bonds 
among its diverse international members and that is the strongest asset it has. That 
is for me what makes it unique and incredibly powerful.” (current GO-GN member)  

“I think the GO-GN team is great, in my humble opinion every activity seems very 
well planned. It feels like the team cares for the network.”  (current GO-GN member)  

“GO-GN really impacted me with the two  publications. I helped with both of them 
and I really loved  it. It gives a feeling of community and a sense of  belonging. And 
it was really a hands-on product and  activity…” (current GO-GN member)   
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Publications 

This phase of GO-GN has seen a drive towards creating original research outputs 
which serve both to facilitate research into open practice as well as creating 
resources that can be of use to the wider network moving forward.  Alongside this, 
our members continue to publish their original research, raising the profile of 
research into open education as a whole. 

There have been three major releases this year by the GO-GN team (supported 
contributions from the membership).  

 

 

The Research Methods Handbook 
brought together more than 25 
doctoral and postdoctoral scholars from 
GO-GN to produce a reflective guide 
to research methods for those working 
in open education research. 

The Handbook was well received, being 
downloaded more than 7,000 times in 
2020 and shared with wider scientific 
communities. 

In November, the Handbook was 
awarded a prestigious Open Education 
Award for Research Excellence. 

The Handbook is an open educational 
resource, but also represents a fine 
example of open educational practice 
in research. The Handbook contains a 
wealth of links and citations that offer 
valuable insights and pathways to 
research excellence for open educators, 
and also serves as an introduction to 
cutting-edge research produced by 
GO-GN network members. 

 

 

http://go-gn.net/gogn_outputs/research-methods-handbook/
https://awards.oeglobal.org/awards/2020/open-research/go-gn-research-methods-handbook/
https://awards.oeglobal.org/awards/2020/open-research/go-gn-research-methods-handbook/
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In the Summer we turned attention to 
some of the latest research in our field.  
 
For this publication we asked our 
members to contribute reviews of 
recent and contemporary papers and 
journal articles.  The idea behind the 
Research Review is that we can 
collectively build a critical 
understanding of recent work in open 
education which has value to members 
(and the wider community) and can be 
a useful resource for researchers 
entering the field. Writing reviews like 
this can be a great way to develop 
academic writing skills, too. 
 
The reviews are organised by the 
themes of the papers that were 
reviewed: accessibility; adoption 
studies; open educational practices 
(OEP); open pedagogy; open 
educational resources (OER) and open 
ecosystems. 

   

 

An annual review of GO-GN activity is a 
new thing for our network, but it makes 
a lot of sense as we continue to scale 
upwards.  Our Year in Review is 
intended to provide a concise summary 
of all the things happening within 
GO-GN! 
 
For the first time we have pulled 
together the information surrounding 
activities, fellowships, workshops, 
webinars, publications and 
achievements.  We also included the 
results of a survey of our membership. 
 
 

http://go-gn.net/gogn_outputs/research-review-summer-2020/
http://go-gn.net/gogn_outputs/2020-in-review/
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Our 2020 publications strategy has proved popular, and we are continuing this 
strategy into 2021, when we expect to produce: 

● An updated Research Methods Handbook with an expanded range of 
methods and additional sections on research design and details of 
approaches specific to OER and OEP research; 

● This will be complemented by a Conceptual Frameworks Handbook which 
describes and discusses different theoretical approaches and how they might 
be understood and incorporated into research practice - we’ll proceed in a 
similar way to the other Handbook with some online events and a seminar at 
OER21; 

● Summer 2021 will see another round of our Research Review where we will 
collectively analyse and discuss cutting edge research in open education; 

● We will also produce another Annual Review like this in Winter 2021 to 
capture and share the achievements of the network. 

 

Our network continues to lead the way with publishing ground-breaking and 
rigorous research, helping to build our collective understanding of open education. 
In 2020, doctoral and postdoctoral members published the following research 
papers and book chapters:  

● Adam, T. (2020). Open educational practices of MOOC designers: Embodiment and 
epistemic location. Distance Education, 1-15. 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01587919.2020.1757405  

● Adam, T. (2020). Between Social Justice and Decolonisation: Exploring South 
African MOOC Designers' Conceptualisations and Approaches to Addressing 
Injustices. Journal of Interactive Media in Education, 2020(1). 
https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.557/  

● Atenas, J., & Havemann, L. (2019). Open Data Sectors and Communities: Education. 
In: Davies, Tim; Rubinstein, Mor; Walker, Stephen B. and Perini, Fernando eds. The 
State of Open Data: Histories and Horizons. Cape Town and Ottawa: African Minds 
and International Development Research Centre, pp. 91–102.  

● Atenas, J., Havemann, L., Nascimbeni, F., Villar-Onrubia, D., & Orlic, D. (2019). 
Fostering Openness in Education: Considerations for Sustainable 
Policy-Making. Open Praxis, 11(2), 167-183. 
https://openpraxis.org/index.php/OpenPraxis/article/view/947  

● Atenas, Javiera, Havemann, Leo, Neumann, Jan, & Stefanelli, Cristina. (2020). Open 
Education Policies: Guidelines for co-creation. Zenodo. 
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4281363 

 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01587919.2020.1757405
https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.557/
https://openpraxis.org/index.php/OpenPraxis/article/view/947
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● Baff, D. (2020). Using Sketchnotes in PhD Research and Academic 
Practice. International Journal of Management and Applied Research, Vol. 7, No. 3, 
pp. 370-381. http://www.ijmar.org/v7n3/20-027.html  

● Bossu, C., Pete, J., Prinsloo, P., & Agbu, J. F. (2019). How to tame a dragon: 
Scoping diversity, inclusion and equity in the context of an OER project. 
http://dspace.col.org/bitstream/handle/11599/3349/PCF9_Papers_paper_248.pdf  

● Bozkurt, A. (2019). From Distance Education to Open and Distance Learning: A 
Holistic Evaluation of History, Definitions, and Theories. In S. Sisman-Ugur, & G. 
Kurubacak (Eds.), Handbook of Research on Learning in the Age of Transhumanism 
(pp. 252-273). Hershey, PA: IGI Global.  

● Bozkurt, A. (2019). Intellectual roots of distance education: a progressive knowledge 
domain analysis. Distance Education, 40(4), 497-514. 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01587919.2019.1681894  

● Bozkurt, A (2019). The historical development and adaptation of open universities in 
Turkish context: case of Anadolu university as a giga university. International Review 
of Research in Open and Distributed Learning, 20(4), 36-59. 
http://www.irrodl.org/index.php/irrodl/article/view/4086/5184  

● Bozkurt, A., & Akbulut, Y. (2019). Dropout patterns and cultural context in online 
networked learning spaces. Open Praxis,11(1), 41-54. 
https://openpraxis.org/index.php/OpenPraxis/article/view/940  

● Bozkurt, A., Koseoglu, S., & Singh, L. (2019). An analysis of peer-reviewed 
publications on openness in education in half a century: Trends and patterns in the 
open hemisphere. Australasian Journal of Educational Technology, 35(4), 78-97. 
https://ajet.org.au/index.php/AJET/article/view/4252  

● Bozkurt, A., Ucar, H., Durak, G., & Idin, S. (2019). The current state of the art in 
STEM research: A systematic review study. Cypriot Journal of Educational Sciences, 
14(3), 374-383. https://doi.org/10.18844/cjes.v14i3.3447  

● Bozkurt, A. (2020). Educational technology research patterns in the realm of the 
digital knowledge age. Journal of Interactive Media in Education, 2020(1). 
https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.570/  

● Bozkurt, A., Jung, I., Xiao, J., Vladimirschi, V., Schuwer, R., Egorov, G., Lambert, S. 
R., Al-Freih, M., Pete, J., Olcott, Jr., D. Rodes, V., Aranciaga, I., Bali, M., Alvarez, Jr., 
A. V., Roberts, J., Pazurek, A., Raffaghelli, J. E., Panagiotou, N., de Coëtlogon, P., 
Shahadu, S., Brown, M., Asino, T. I. Tumwesige, J., Ramírez Reyes, T., Barrios 
Ipenza, E., Ossiannilsson, E., Bond, M., Belhamel, K., Irvine, V., Sharma, R. C., Adam, 
T., Janssen, B., Sklyarova, T., Olcott, N. Ambrosino, A., Lazou, C., Mocquet, B., 
Mano, M., & Paskevicius, M. (2020). A global outlook to the interruption of 
education due to COVID-19 pandemic: Navigating in a time of uncertainty and 
crisis. Asian Journal of Distance Education, 15(1), 1-126. 
https://asianjde.org/ojs/index.php/AsianJDE/article/view/462  

 

 

 

http://www.ijmar.org/v7n3/20-027.html
http://dspace.col.org/bitstream/handle/11599/3349/PCF9_Papers_paper_248.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01587919.2019.1681894
http://www.irrodl.org/index.php/irrodl/article/view/4086/5184
https://openpraxis.org/index.php/OpenPraxis/article/view/940
https://ajet.org.au/index.php/AJET/article/view/4252
https://doi.org/10.18844/cjes.v14i3.3447
https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.570/
https://asianjde.org/ojs/index.php/AsianJDE/article/view/462
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● Bozkurt, A., Koutropoulos, A., Singh, L., & Honeychurch, S. (2020). On Lurking: 
Multiple perspectives on lurking within an educational community. The Internet and 
Higher Education, 44. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1096751619304270  

● Cox, G., Masuku, B., & Willmers, M. (2020). Open Textbooks and Social Justice: 
Open Educational Practices to Address Economic, Cultural and Political Injustice at 
the University of Cape Town. Journal of Interactive Media in Education, 2020(1). 
https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.556/  

● Czerwonogora, A., & Rodés, V. (2019). Praxis: Open educational practices and open 
science to face the challenges of critical educational action research. Open 
Praxis, 11(4). https://openpraxis.org/index.php/OpenPraxis/article/view/1024  

● DeWaard, H., & Chavhan, R. (2020). Cross-cultural mentoring: A pathway to building 
professional relationships and professional learning beyond boundaries. Journal of 
Teaching and Learning 14(1).  
https://jtl.uwindsor.ca/index.php/jtl/article/download/6255/5117/  

● DeWaard, H. & Hoechsmann, M. (2020). Landscape and terrain of digital literacy 
policy and practice: Canada in the 21st Century. In Frau-Meigs, D., Kotilainen, S., 
Pathak-Shelat, M., Hoechsmann, M., & Poyntz, S. R. (Eds) Handbook on media 
education research: Contributions from an evolving field. Wiley-Blackwell.   

● Elias, T. (2019). Troubling “Technologies”: Exploring the Global Learning XPRIZE 
Using the Frameworks of Skinner and Foucault. Current Issues in Emerging 
eLearning, 6(1), 1. https://scholarworks.umb.edu/ciee/vol6/iss1/1  

● Elias, T., Ritchie, L., Gevalt, G., & Bowles, K. (2020). A Pedagogy of ‘Small’: 
Principles and Values in Small, Open, Online Communities. In Open (ing) 
Education (pp. 364-389). Brill Sense. 

● Essmiller, K., Thompson, P., & Alvarado-Albertorio, F. (2020). Performance 
Improvement Technology for Building a Sustainable OER Initiative in an Academic 
Library. TechTrends, 64(2), 265-274. 
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11528-019-00467-2  

● Firat, M., & Bozkurt, A. (2020). Variables affecting online learning readiness in an 
open and distance learning university. Educational Media International, 57(2), 
112-127. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09523987.2020.1786772  

● Funk, J., & Guthadjaka, K. (2020). Indigenous Authorship on Open and Digital 
Platforms: Social Justice Processes and Potential. Journal of Interactive Media in 
Education, 2020(1). https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.560/  

● Havemann, L. (2020). Open in the evening: openings and closures in an ecology of 
practices. In Open (ing) Education (pp. 329-344). Brill Sense. 

● Koseoglu, S., Bozkurt, A., & Havemann, L. (2020). Critical Questions for Open 
Educational Practices. Distance Education, 41(2) pp. 153–155. 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01587919.2020.1775341  

 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1096751619304270
https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.556/
https://openpraxis.org/index.php/OpenPraxis/article/view/1024
https://jtl.uwindsor.ca/index.php/jtl/article/download/6255/5117/
https://scholarworks.umb.edu/ciee/vol6/iss1/1
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11528-019-00467-2
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09523987.2020.1786772
https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.560/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/01587919.2020.1775341
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● Koseoglu, S., Ozturk, T., Ucar, H., Karahan, E., & Bozkurt, A. (2020). 30 Years of 
gender inequality and implications on curriculum design in open and distance 
learning. Journal of Interactive Media in Education, 2020(1), 1–11. 
https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.553/  

● Marín, V., Bond, M., Zawacki-Richter, O., Aydin, C., Bedenlier, S., Bozkurt, A., 
Conrad, D., Jung, I., Kondakci, Y., Prinsloo, P., Qayyum, A., Roberts, J., Sangrà, A., 
Slagter van Tryon, P., Veletsianos, G., & Xiao, J. (2020). A Comparative Study of 
National Infrastructures for Digital (Open) Educational Resources in Higher 
Education. Open Praxis, 12(2), 241-256. 
https://www.openpraxis.org/index.php/OpenPraxis/article/view/1071  

● Peramunugamage, A., Ratnayake, H. U. W., Karunanayaka, S. P., & Halwatura, R. U. 
(2019). Designing Online Learning Activities for Collaborative Learning Among 
Engineering Students. In International Conference on Interactive Collaborative 
Learning (pp. 101-110). Springer, Cham. 

● Peramunugamage, A., Usoof, H., & Hapuarachchi, J. (2019). Moodle mobile plugin 
for problem-based learning (PBL) in engineering education. In 2019 IEEE Global 
Engineering Education Conference (EDUCON) (pp. 827-835). IEEE. 

● Peramunugamage, A., Usoof, H. A., Dias, W. P. S., & Halwatura, R. U. (2019). 
Problem-Based Learning (PBL) in Engineering Education in Sri Lanka: A Moodle 
Based Approach. In International Conference on Interactive Collaborative 
Learning (pp. 770-780). Springer, Cham. 

● Pérez, J., Díaz, J., Garcia-Martin, J., & Tabuenca, B. (2020). Systematic literature 
reviews in software engineering-enhancement of the study selection process using 
Cohen’s Kappa statistic. Journal of Systems and Software, 168. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0164121220301217  

● Rabin, E., Kalman, Y. M., & Kalz, M. (2019). An empirical investigation of the 
antecedents of learner-centered outcome measures in MOOCs. International 
Journal of Educational Technology in Higher Education, 16(1), 14. 
https://educationaltechnologyjournal.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s41239-01
9-0144-3  

● Rabin, E., Silber-Varod, V., Kalman, Y. M., & Kalz, M. (2019). Identifying Learning 
Activity Sequences that Are Associated with High Intention-Fulfillment in MOOCs. 
In European Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning (pp. 224-235). Springer, 
Cham. 

● Rabin, E., Kalman, Y. M., & Kalz, M. (2020). The cathedral’s ivory tower and the open 
education bazaar–catalyzing innovation in the higher education sector. Open 
Learning: The Journal of Open, Distance and e-Learning, 35(1), 82-99. 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02680513.2019.1662285  

● Rets, I., Coughlan, T., Stickler, U. & Astruc, L. (2020). Accessibility of Open 
Educational Resources: how well are they suited for English learners? Open 
Learning: The Journal of Open and Distance 
Learning. https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02680513.2020.1769585?j
ournalCode=copl20  

 

https://jime.open.ac.uk/articles/10.5334/jime.553/
https://www.openpraxis.org/index.php/OpenPraxis/article/view/1071
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0164121220301217
https://educationaltechnologyjournal.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s41239-019-0144-3
https://educationaltechnologyjournal.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s41239-019-0144-3
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02680513.2019.1662285
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02680513.2020.1769585?journalCode=copl20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/02680513.2020.1769585?journalCode=copl20
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● Robinson, H., Kilgore, W., & Bozkurt, A. (2020). Learning communities: Theory and 
practice of leveraging social media for learning. In G. Durak, & S. Çankaya (eds.), 
Managing and Designing Online Courses in Ubiquitous Learning Environments (pp. 
72-91). Hershey, PA: IGI Global. 

● Rodrigo, C., & Tabuenca, B. (2020). Learning ecologies in online students with 
disabilities. Comunicar. Media Education Research Journal, 28(1). 
https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ1239129  

● Tabuenca, B., García-Alcántara, V., Gilarranz-Casado, C., & Barrado-Aguirre, S. 
(2020). Fostering Environmental Awareness with Smart IoT Planters in 
Campuses. Sensors, 20(8), 2227. https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/8/2227  

● Tovar, E., Tabuenca, B., & Piedra, N. (2020, April). EntreCom4ALL MODEL to sustain 
the entrepreneurship competence needs. In 2020 IEEE Global Engineering 
Education Conference (EDUCON) (pp. 1937-1940). IEEE. 

● Tur, G., Havemann, L., Marsh, D., Keefer, J. M., & Nascimbeni, F. (2020). Becoming 
an open educator: towards an open threshold framework. Research in Learning 
Technology, 28. https://journal.alt.ac.uk/index.php/rlt/article/view/2338  

● Ucar, H., Bozkurt, A., & Zawacki-Richter, O. (2021). Academic procrastination and 
performance in distance education: A causal-comparative study in an online learning 
environment. The Turkish Online Journal of Distance Education (TOJDE). 

● Yetik, E., Ozdamar, N., & Bozkurt, A. (2020). Seamless learning design criteria in the 
context of open and distance learning. In G. Durak, & S. Çankaya (Eds.), Managing 
and Designing Online Courses in Ubiquitous Learning Environments (pp. 106-127). 
Hershey, PA: IGI Global.  

● Zawacki-Richter, O., Conrad, D., Bozkurt, A., Aydin, C. H., Bedenlier, S., Jung, I., 
Stöter, J., Veletsianos, G., Blaschke, L. M., Bond, M., Broens, A., Bruhn, E., Dolch, 
C., Kalz, M., Kerres, M., Kondakci, Y., Marin, V., Mayrberger, K., Müskens, W., 
Naidu, S., Qayyum, A., Roberts, J., Sangrà, A., Loglo, F. S., Slagter van Tryon, P. J., 
& Xiao, J. (2020). Elements of Open Education – An invitation to future research. 
International Review of Research in Open and Distributed Learning, 21(3). 
http://www.irrodl.org/index.php/irrodl/article/view/4659  

 

A comprehensive list of publications arising from GO-GN can be found at 
http://go-gn.net/resources/publications/.  

 

 

 

 

https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ1239129
https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/8/2227
https://journal.alt.ac.uk/index.php/rlt/article/view/2338
http://www.irrodl.org/index.php/irrodl/article/view/4659
http://go-gn.net/resources/publications/
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Looking Forward 

Spring 2021 

● Conceptual Framework Handbook - call for participation 

● Online workshop (OER21) 

● Fellowship Scheme II launch  

Summer 2021 

● ALT C / Summer Summit (sponsored places) 

● Research Review 2021 - call for participation  

● Conceptual Framework Handbook published  

Autumn 2021 

● Annual Survey 2021 

● GO-GN Seminar at Open Education Global (Nantes, France) 

● GO-GN Meet Up at OpenEd, North America  

Winter 2021 

● Fred Mulder Awards launch  

● Research Review 2021 published  

Annual Review 2021 & related event  
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Image Attribution 
 

All artwork CC BY from Visual Thinkery except: 

“What a view” is adapted from “GO-GN Penguin on Mount Prevost” by Michael 
Paskevicius licensed CC BY 2.0 

“in the undergrowth” is adapted from “GO-GN Penguin” by Caroline Kuhn licensed 
CC BY 4.0 

“I can see the sea!” is adapted from an image provided by Jo Funk 

“Gino’s goggles” is adapted from an image of Goggin the Penguin provided by 
Gino Fransman 

“Prickly customers” “OpenEd19” and “On adventure” are adapted from images 
provided by Beck Pitt licensed CC BY 4.0 

“Family time” is adapted from “Stony Point Penguin Colony” by Michael 
Paskevicius licensed under CC BY 2.0  

“What a view” is adapted from “GO-GN Penguin on Mount Prevost” by Michael 
Paskevicius licensed CC BY 2.0 

 

 

http://go-gn.net 
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